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Why Is LIS Connectivity and 
Interoperability Important? 

• Over 200,000 CLIA-certified clinical labs in the US, 
with each possessing one or more electronic 
interfaces 

• Every interface is unique at a technical level 

• Meaningful Use (MU) Stage II/III Stipulation: > 40% 
of test results ordered by eligible or authorized 
professionals must be recorded as structured results 
in the provider EHR: 

– This implies a impending deluge of interface upgrades for 
new and existing interfaces 

– Added requirement for structured recording implies use of 
LOINC and of schema namespace development 

 



Some Observations… 
• There is an expansion in the recognized definition of who constitutes 

“purveyors” of LIS data 

– Hospital EMR 

– Cancer registries 

– The patient 

– Healthcare agencies with associated reporting expectations (state and federal) 

– Other health systems (recognizing the emergence of touristic medicine) 

•  There is an expansion in the complexity (and dimensionality) of the data 
that we are reporting 

• There is an expansion in the plurality of just-in-time data that we require 
for decision support, to enable us as diagnosticians to render the most 
correct and complete diagnoses 

• Enabling all the above workflow models is at least partially dependent on 
creating and then maintaining a plurality of information system interfaces 

• Our current LIS interface development and curation model is broken and 
unsustainable 



Overview 
• Where we are (conventional LIS interface models) 

• High level  gap analysis of anticipated LIS interface functional 
requirements and Key Concepts in the setting of likely future state 
information delivery settings: 

– Reverse federation 

– Web Portals 

– Web Services 

– Cloud-based Information Exchange 

–  Cloud-based data orchestration and transformation 

– Data permanence and impermanence settings 

– LIS interoperability 

• Examples of advanced LIS interoperability deployment: 

– LIDDEx 

– Thiopurine Metabolite Calculation 

– Automated Orchestration of Structured AJCC Breast Cancer Reporting 



Where We Are 
(conventional LIS interface models) 

• Notable Quotes: 
– “When you’ve seen one LIS interface, you’ve seen one LIS interface.” 

–  “The nice thing about standards is that there are so many from which 
to choose.”            – Ray Aller, MD 

• Unsustainability of current LIS interface stewardship model 
must be addressed in anticipation of the coming meaningful 
use surge of functional requirements 

• The only way to accomplish this will include 
– True standards (not simply HL7. 2.x ish) 

– Standard development, validation, deployment and continued steward 
ship models 

– Increased use of cloud-base computing and standardized web services 

– Tight coordination of efforts between the user and vendor 
communities 



Gap Analysis: 
on the need for enabling technologies and methods 

 

• eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 
 

• Federated architectures (Peer LIS, Cloud Network) 
 

• Properly adjudicated namespaces and strongly typed concepts and data elements (ISO-
11179) 
 

• Service-oriented Architectures (SOAs) and normalized data models 
 

• Grid Computing 
 

• Cloud-based Service Architectures 
 
Our present manner of construction of conventional LIS interfaces differs from the above 

list in essentially every aspect. 



Concept: Reverse Federation 

• Not only does the LIS serve the greater EHR 
connectivity ecosystem, so to should the greater 
plurality of EHR repositories serve the LIS and its 
emerging workflow needs, in the capacity of decision 
support data feeds assisting in report generation. 

– Increasingly essential for: 
•  Molecular reporting 

• Personalized medicine 

•  Synoptic cancer checklist reporting of correlation of 
histopathology staging in concert with clinical stage and 
longitudinal reporting (AJCC Cancer Staging Manual, 7th edition 
and later…)  



Web Portals 

• Rapidly becoming Commoditized 

• Multiple deployment strategies: 
– “Home-grown” 

– LIS-provided 

– Third-party best of breed solutions 

• Can be either locally hosted, remotely hosted (SAAS), or both 

• Multiple potential users: 
– Clinicians 

– Outside  RHIO institutions and entities, in the setting of Meaningful 
Use Phases II & III 

– Patients themselves  



Web Services 

• A logical extension of Web Portals 

• The only logical interoperability strategy for 
true LIS-LIS connectivity 

• Field proven, through the multiple public 
demonstrations of true federated LIS 
connectivity by the LIDDEx consortium.    



LIDDEX 

Clinical need as a motivation: 
 

“Out of the box” Laboratory Information system interoperability between un-
initiated enterprises, such that clinical results can be exchanged on 
demand, in real time. 

 

Cloud-based Information Exchange and 
Interoperability of Lab Data : 
The Laboratory Digital Data Exchange 
Consortium (LIDDEx) Experiences to date 



Additional Observations: 
 
Despite three+ decades of firmly entrenched information technology presence 

within the clinical laboratory domain, there had been: 
 
• No emergence of a standardized, seamless & interoperable solution by which 

records can be exchanged between institutions, without the need for 
customized interfaces and programming 

• No public attempts to demonstrate such interoperability at domain-
appropriate events (as already has been demonstrated with Radiology and 
EHR systems) 

 
“Out of the box” LIS Interoperability remains an unmet need  
 

LIDDEX 



• What LIDDEX is: 
– A partnership of vendors, academia and government 

– A real-world example of cutting-edge federated web architecture at 
work 

– A real-world example of grid services attached to the federation, 
adding incremental value to retrieved data, in the form of 
interpretative services 

– An interactive experience, whereby attendees of PI2010 can observe 
seamless LIS/Grid interoperability in an actual federated architecture 

– Sharing of simple patient results and interpretive results 

LIDDEX 
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LIDDEx Successes to Date 

• 2009 Spring (Lab InfoTech Summit) 

– Successful exchange of free text lab results across 
five vendors 

• 2009 Fall (APIII) 

– Successful exchange of semantically-encoded lab 
results across five vendors 

• 2010 Fall (CaBIG Meeting) 

– Enabling Research Award 

• 2011 Spring 

– Under consideration as an enabling construct for 
AJCC reporting, under Meaningful Use 



Cloud-based Data Orchestration 
and Transformation 

• One step beyond use of the cloud as merely 
an aggregation and distribution solution 

• Instantiation of complex algorithms and rules 
in a centrally-curated location, simplifying 
both validation and maintenance 

• Two Examples: 

– Thiopurine Metabolite Testing 

– Breast Cancer Checklist structured reporting 
validation, pre-signout  



Disruptive Potential of use of 
Orchestration and Transformation: 

• Using the centrally placed rules engine to carry out non-trivial 
data transformation tasks: 
– Generation of calculated results from ultra-high complexity, rules-

based indexed assays, such as the thiopurine metabolites test (which 
are extremely difficult to implement in conventional LIS architectures) 

– Pre-signout adjudication of surgical pathology breast cancer reporting, 
for compatibility with AJCC published guidelines, allowing for 
corrective action prior to signout. 

• Implementing such solutions on a plurality (or 
multitude) of LIS locales would be intractable, owing 
to initial deployment and maintenance burden 

• Central curation is the only feasible manner in which to 
surface such emerging testing and reporting complexity 



Thiopurine Metabolite testing: 
The emerging of encoded data 

from primary lab test data 



Comparing MLA to 6-TGN 



Rippledown® – Common Deployment 
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Rippledown® – Thiopurine Clinical Interpretation 



Data Elements received from the LiddEx Cloud 

Rules-Derived Data elements 



CR_Rule 2 is true when the episode values in the 
current case satisfy all of these conditions. 

The value of CR_Coeff2 is dependent on the 
outcome of CR_Rule2. 

AND 
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LIDDEx-based 
web services for 

pre-signout validation of 
pathology reports 

• John F. Madden, MD, PhD (Duke University) 

• Shane Brown, PhD (PKS, Inc.) 

• John Hamilton (University of Michigan) 

• Fede Lopez (PKS, Inc.) 

• Rob Manser, MSc (PKS, Inc.) 

• Jeffrey Sica (University of Michigan) 

• Ulysses Balis, MD (University of Michigan) 
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Problem statement 

• Cancer pathology report validation is 
complex, consensus driven, evolves quickly 

• Pathologists need feedback prior to 
signout 

• Some LIS systems support structured 
input, but flatten results to text 

– → no easy validation possible 

file://localhost/Users/me/Pictures/iPhoto Library/Originals/2004/Nov 16, 2004/VT002.jpg
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Solution 

‣ Report validation as a real-time web service 

‣ Accept and parse text reports using rules 

‣ Convert to standardized data format 

‣ Validate content using centrally-curated rules 

‣ Return error/warnings as response 
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LIDDEx/PKS Realization 
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Implementation 
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Service 
implementation 

‣Web Services Description Language 
(WSDL)  

‣ Service calls are publicly-defined, 
included in LIDDEx service standard 

‣ Payload is in SOAP Wrapper 
‣ Incoming: Pathology report as semi-

structured text 

‣ Outgoing: XML report of warnings and errors, 
using publicly-defined LIDDEx validation 
vocabulary 

 



Summary 

• The future is: 

– Development and use of true interoperability standards 
• XML 

• ISO-11179 

– Development of standardized Web services 

– Development of cloud-based rules that run, centrally, 
within cloud services 

– Instantiation of all the above as core functionality of all 
commercial LIS solutions 

• The pathway there: 

– User  driven  (this means YOU) 



Questions 


